**Events**

- workshops- Tuesdays at Stratton required. Call weekdays, (617) 721-

**Help Wanted**

**Exciting Engineering Positions Available.** Reveo Inc. is a technology- holding company developing frontier technologies in the fields of 3-D imaging and ultra-high optical mass storage. All research & development activities and commercial product development is accomplished at Reveo’s 15,000 square foot facility in the lower Hudson Valley north of New York City. Reveo has an immediate need for creative, adventurous engineers and applied physicists at the Masters and Ph.D. levels in electronics, computer hardware, engineering, optical and electro-optical engineering, electronic & optical devices, microelectronics, integrated circuit design & fabrication, system integration, software engineering and process engineering. If you aspire to excellence, please send your resume and letter to Reveo Inc., 8 Skyline Drive, Hudson, NY 12534, att. Catherine Marine. Attn: Re: Help Wanted. Fax: (914) 345-9558.

**Help Wanted**

- Summer Camp Counsellors needed for coed children’s camp in Maine for Photography, Basketball, Horseback Riding, Archery and a W allowing. Swimming Instructor Interview required. Call weekdays, (617) 721-1443.
- Motivated, High-energy people wanted! Network Services is looking for a select group of students to assist in providing support to MIT’s network users. Both Help Desk and on-site work is involved. 7+ hours per week. Good pay, based on experience and displayed merit. Please send resumes to Cynthia Engel, E40-334.
- Air Conditioner for sale. Great for cooking or as a room unit. $150. Call Nadler at 491-2151.
- Bike for sale. 12-speed Fuji, touring/racing style, aluminum cranks, wheels, handle bars, etc. Cherry in color and condition. Hardly ever used, good as new. Asking price of $100.00. Call 491-1301.

**For Sale**

- Stuff for Sale: Women’s shoes: Black suede pump with 1 1/2" heels, never worn, $20; Sciences seeks subjects with various mathematical ability; family owning 1986 Chevy Celebrity for exams in our library. Register for.
- Roomy and at the Institute, please call to let us know of your plans. Donation of a live brain, part II. For info, call (603) 633-1146 ext. 9303.

**Advertising Policies**

- Deadlines are at 5 p.m. two days before day of publication, and must be prepaid and accompanied by a complete address and phone number. After 3 p.m. on living ads, with payment, to W20-463 (68 Maw, Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139). Ask for assistance for MIT departments interested. Sorry, no "personal" ads. Contact office for rates at 263-8000. (603) 625-8026 or email: mckng@mit.edu.

**Housing**

- Macintosh Class II 4/40 w/ extended keyboard in excellent condition. Foreign buy doesn’t speak English, $500 or best offer. Call 263-5642.
- Practice for apartment exchange during this time in Berlin can be arranged. Contact: John Ringleing (617) 261-6113, e-mail: j.ringleing@mit.edu.

**For Sale**

- Visiting German student needs an apartment in Cambridge area of 450 sq ft in December 94. Wishing to share if available. Please call for apartment exchange. Call 346-1312.
- Summer housing: 15 minute’s walk from MIT, two blocks from T, near Central Square. Large room in shared apartment with great panoramic porch views of Boston. Only $315/month (incl. hot water, gas). Call 235-1451.

**Food Wanted**

- In the lower Hudson Valley north of New York City Reveo has an immediate need for creative, adventurous engineers and applied physicists at the Masters and Ph.D. levels in electronics, computer hardware, engineering, optical and electro-optical engineering, electronic & optical devices, microelectronics, integrated circuit design & fabrication, system integration, software engineering and process engineering. If you aspire to excellence, please send your resume and letter to Reveo Inc., 8 Skyline Drive, Hudson, NY 12534, att. Catherine Marine. Attn: Re: Help Wanted. Fax: (914) 345-9558.

**Events**

- **Desperately Seeking Graduation Tickets!** $55 for you spaces. 468-1836.
- **Announcement Tickets needed. If you have extra conference tickets, call Patrick at 225-6231 or e-mail: tacom@psi.mit.edu.
- **Advertisement Policies**

- **Help Wanted**

- Summer Camp Counsellors needed for coed children’s camp in Maine for Photography, Basketball, Horseback Riding, Archery and a W allowing. Swimming Instructor Interview required. Call weekdays, (617) 721-1443.
- Motivated, High-energy people wanted! Network Services is looking for a select group of students to assist in providing support to MIT’s network users. Both Help Desk and on-site work is involved. 7+ hours per week. Good pay, based on experience and displayed merit. Please send resumes to Cynthia Engel, E40-334.
- Air Conditioner for sale. Great for cooking or as a room unit. $150. Call Nadler at 491-2151.
- Bike for sale. 12-speed Fuji, touring/racing style, aluminum cranks, wheels, handle bars, etc. Cherry in color and condition. Hardly ever used, good as new. Asking price of $100.00. Call 491-1301.

**For Sale**

- Stuff for Sale: Women’s shoes: Black suede pump with 1 1/2" heels, never worn, $20; Sciences seeks subjects with various mathematical ability; family owning 1986 Chevy Celebrity for exams in our library. Register for.
- Roomy and at the Institute, please call to let us know of your plans. Donation of a live brain, part II. For info, call (603) 633-1146 ext. 9303.